Microwave imaging of spinning object using orbital angular momentum
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The linear Doppler shift used for the detection of spinning object becomes significantly weaken when the line of sight (LOS) is perpendicular to the object, which will result in the failure of detection. In this paper, a new detection and imaging technique of spinning object is developed. The rotational Doppler phenomenon is observed by using the microwave carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM). To converge the radiation energy on the area where objects might exist, the generation method of OAM beams is proposed based on the frequency diversity principle, and the imaging model is derived accordingly. The detection method of the rotational Doppler shift and the imaging approach of the azimuthal profiles are proposed, which is verified by proof-of-concept experiments. Simulation and experimental results demonstrate that OAM beams can still be used to obtain the azimuthal profiles of spinning objects even when the LOS is perpendicular to the object. This work remedies the insufficiency in existing microwave sensing technology and offers a new solution to the object identification problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

In conventional sensor systems, the detection of moving objects are mainly based on the well-known linear Doppler phenomenon caused by the translational motion. However, when the line of sight (LOS) is perpendicular to a spinning object, the linear Doppler phenomenon does not exist. Thus, the rotational Doppler phenomenon has been introduced for object identification. Specially, the electromagnetic (EM) wave carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM) can be used to observe the rotational Doppler phenomenon effectively. Hitherto, the relationship between the rotational Doppler shift and the OAM has been formulized and utilized to reveal the geometry and motion of spinning objects. Moreover, the rotational Doppler shift can be multiplied by the OAM index, which increases the sensitivity to the rotational velocity. Hence, the OAM beams are used to detect and image the spinning objects in this paper, especially in the situations when the LOS is perpendicular to the object.

In optics, the OAM multiplexing technique has been widely used to increase the system capacity in communications. In radio frequencies, the EM wave with OAM was applied in wireless communications and object imaging, which provides the prospect for improving the performance of conventional systems. In Refs. 19 and 20, the vortex EM waves were utilized to acquire the high-resolution azimuth information of static objects. Imaging algorithms, including FFT, back projection, power spectrum estimation (PSD) and compressive sensing were proposed to reconstruct the object. High-efficiency OAM-generation approaches were developed by using metasurface, novel OAM antenna
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and antenna array. To achieve high signal-to-noise ratio in practical imaging scenario, the OAM beams of different modes should be converged in the same direction. In Ref. 28, the concentric-ring array was designed and the corresponding imaging methods were proposed. However, the concentric-ring array system is bulky, complicated and costly for practical implementation. Therefore, the compact OAM-generation method with required beam characteristics for imaging needs to be investigated. Meanwhile, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no published papers deal with spinning object imaging using OAM beams.

In this paper, the frequency diversity method is proposed to generate OAM beams, which can solve the beam divergence problem with only one single-ring array. With this OAM-generation method and the object’s rotation feature, the imaging model and signal processing method are different from those in the published papers. Thus, the imaging model of the spinning object is derived and an effective imaging algorithm is proposed. Proof-of-concept experiments are carried out and the imaging results are analyzed as well.

II. THEORY

According to the principle of static object imaging using OAM, the circular array is usually designed to generate the beams due to its flexibility. As aforementioned, to reduce the system complexity, the frequency diversity technique is proposed to generate OAM beams with different modes based on only one single-ring array. The sketch map of the detection and imaging of spinning object is shown in Figure 1. For a uniform circular array (UCA), the antennas are phased with phase difference $\delta \phi = \frac{2\pi l}{N}$ between two elements, where $l$ denotes OAM mode number (also named topological charge) and $N$ is the number of antennas. For a detection point $(r, \theta, \phi)$ in the far field, the emitted signal $E_s(k,l)$ can be written as:

$$E_s(k,l) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{e^{-ikr|r_n|}e^{i\delta \phi_n}}{r_n} \approx \frac{e^{-ikr}}{r} \sum_{n=1}^{N} e^{i(kr_n+i\delta \phi_n)}$$

$$\approx \frac{e^{-ikr}}{r} N l e^{il\theta} J_l(k a \sin \theta)$$

(1)

where $a$ denotes the array radius, $k$ is the wavenumber and $r_n(a,\phi_n)$ denotes the position of the $n^{th}$ antenna on the $xoy$ plane. $J_l(k a \sin \theta)$ is the $l^{th}$ order Bessel function of first kind.

Since the amplitude modulation term $J_l(k a \sin \theta)$ in Eq. (1) will lead to negative effects on the object detection, it can be eliminated using the methods proposed in Ref. 28. Different from the design of array radii in the published paper, the frequency diversity technique is employed to design the beams with different OAM modes in this paper. This design can
achieve a much simple and compact system, i.e., only one single-ring array is used. The designed signal \( E_r(k, l) \) can be expressed in the formula

\[
E_r(k, l) = A_x \sum_{n=1}^{N} e^{-i k r n} e^{i \delta_k} \approx A_x \frac{e^{-i k r}}{r} \sum_{n=1}^{N} e^{i(k r_n + i \delta_k)}
\]

where \( A_x \) and \( k \) are the signal amplitude and wavenumber for the generation of the \( l \)th order OAM beam, which can be calculated by

\[
A_x = \frac{1}{[-0.0875 \ln(0.0198) - 0.1606 + 1.0509 \ln(0.012) + 0.1562]} \]

\[
k = (1.0509 | l | + 1.1562) / (a \sin \theta_0)
\]

where \( \theta_0 \) is the designed radiation direction of the beam of the largest OAM mode number, which can be obtained by

\[
\theta_0 = \arcsin((1.0509 l_{\text{max}} + 1.1562) / (k_0 a)) \cdot k_0 \text{ is the wavenumber corresponding to the largest topological charge (} k_0 = \lim_{l \to \text{max}} k_0 \).
\]

The radiation patterns for different OAM modes are depicted in Figure 2. In the simulation, the maximum mode number of the generated OAM beam is \( l_{\text{max}} = 30 \) and the corresponding frequency is set as \( f_0 = 15 \text{ GHz} \). The array radius is \( a = 20 \lambda_0 \), where \( \lambda_0 = 2\pi f_0 / c \) is the wavelength and \( c \) is the light speed in the vacuum. It is clear from Figure 2(a) that the radiation energy of different OAM modes cannot converge in the same direction and the maximum value varies with the mode number, which will lead to negative effects on the object detection and imaging. Based on Eq. (3), the amplitude and frequency of the excitation signal are designed, enabling the main lobes of different OAM modes converge in the same direction, shown in Figure 2(b).

Due to the OAM-generation method and object’s rotation feature, the imaging equation should be derived firstly. Generally, the UCA can be used to receive the echo scattered from the object. The phase term \( \exp(il\phi_k) \) and amplitude \( A_x \) are multiplied by the echo signal received by the \( n^{th} \) element, and then all the echoes are summed. Assuming that the object is composed of \( M \) scattering points and the spinning velocity of the object is \( \Omega \), the total echo \( E_r(k, l) \) can be given by
\[ E_r (k_j, l) = \sum_{n=1}^{M} \frac{N!}{r_m} e^{-ik_j/r_m} \sigma_m e^{j(\phi_j - \Omega t_k)} A_l J_l (k_j a \sin \theta_m) \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{e^{-ik_j/r_n}}{r_n} A_r e^{j(k_j a \sin \theta_m \cos (\phi_j - \Omega t_k) + i \delta_k)} \]

\[ \approx \sum_{n=1}^{M} \frac{N!}{r_m^2} e^{-ik_j/r_m} \sigma_m e^{j(2k_j - \Omega t_k)} A_l J_l^2 (k_j a \sin \theta_m) \]

\[ \approx N! \frac{i^2}{r_m} \sum_{n=1}^{M} \frac{e^{-ik_j/r_m}}{r_n^2} \sigma_m e^{j(2k_j - \Omega t_k)} A_l J_l^2 (k_j a \sin \theta_m) \]

where \( \sigma_m \) denotes the radar cross section of the \( m^{th} \) scattering point at the position \((r_m, \theta_m, \phi_m)\), \( t_k = 0, T, 2T, ..., 2lT \), and \( T \) signifies the repetition period of the signal pulse.

It can be seen from the imaging model in Eq. (4) that the azimuthal angle and the OAM mode number satisfy an approximate dual relation, which can be exploited to obtain the azimuthal information of the object. However, the rotational Doppler shift and the spinning velocity should be estimated firstly. Then, the moving compensation can be conducted and the phase correction caused by the frequency diversity are performed. Finally, FFT and other PSD estimation approaches can be applied to obtain the azimuthal profile of the object. The proposed imaging method of spinning object is illustrated in Figure 3.

To estimate the rotational velocity of the object, the signal phase difference \( \Delta \phi \) during the measurement time \( t \) is observed. The Doppler frequency shift \( \Delta f \) and the rotational velocity \( \Omega \) can be calculated by the formula \(^6,^{10}\)

\[ \Delta f = \frac{(l + s) \Omega}{2\pi} \]

\[ \frac{\Delta f}{f} = \frac{\Delta \phi}{2\pi l} \]

\[ \Delta \phi = tl^2 \Omega, \quad t = n / f \]

where \( s \) is the mode number of spin angular momentum (SAM) and is equal to 0 for linearly
polarized wave. $f$ is the frequency of the transmitted signal and $n$ indicates the number of sample periods. Eq. (5) indicates that the frequency shift can be multiplied by higher order OAM beams. Meanwhile, the phase difference $\Delta \varphi$ is $2\pi l^2$, which is equivalent to 0, if the time interval $t = T_0$, where $T_0$ is the rotation period of the object ($T_0 = 2\pi / \Omega$). Thus, a simple and fast method that can measure the time interval $t$ accurately is crucial for the detection of rotational velocity.

By transmitting wideband signal of a single OAM mode, the high-resolution range profile $r_n$ of the objects can be obtained. Therefore, the moving compensation and phase correction can be performed as follows

$$E_r(k, l) = E_r(k, l) \times e^{j2\pi l} \sum_{m=1}^{M} e^{j2\pi m}$$

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, simulations are carried out, where the maximum topological charge applied in the imaging process is $l_{\text{max}} = 30$ and the corresponding frequency is set as $f_0 = 15$ GHz. The OAM modes from -30 to 30 are used for the object imaging. The array radius is $a = 0.4$ m and the rotational velocity of the object is assumed to be $\Omega = 50\pi$ rad/s. Two ideal scattering points are assumed to be at the positions (500 m, 15°, 0°) and (500 m, 15°, 18°), respectively. Comparison has been made between the simulation results before and after the moving compensation and phase correction was adopted. It can be seen from Figure 4(b) that two peaks occur at the expected positions $\phi = 0$ rad and $\phi = 0.1\pi$ rad, whereas the objects cannot be identified correctly in Figure 4(a).
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FIG. 4. Imaging results in the azimuthal dimension. (a) Without moving compensation or phase correction, (b) Results using the proposed method.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Based on the OAM-generating system developed in Refs. 21 and 27, a proof-of-concept experiment for the imaging of spinning object is carried out. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5. A UCA is used to generate OAM beams with different modes, the circular metal plate acts as the object to be detected, and a horn antenna placed near the UCA is used to receive the echo signal. In the experiment, the main parameters are listed in Table 1. Since the distance between the antenna array and the object is not quite long, the object can be effectively illuminated by all the OAM beams with different modes. For simplicity, the carrier frequencies of the transmitted beams of different OAM modes are all set as $f = 9.9$ GHz.
To estimate the rotational velocity of the object, a beam carrying OAM mode \( l = 1 \) is transmitted to illuminate the object and the echo is sampled with the 1-ms interval. In the experiment, the object rotates at different velocities, i.e., \( 40\pi \text{ rad/s} \) and \( 50\pi \text{ rad/s} \), respectively. The sampled echo carrying rotational Doppler shift is displayed in Figure 6. Based on Eq. (5), the sample interval \( t \) with phase difference \( 2\pi \) should be estimated accurately, and thus the Doppler frequency shift and the rotational velocity can be obtained. In Figure 6(a), the average sample interval is 50 ms, the frequency shift is 20 Hz, and the rotational velocity is \( 40\pi \text{ rad/s} \). In Figure 6(b), the average sample interval is 40 ms, the frequency shift is 25 Hz, and the rotational velocity is \( 50\pi \text{ rad/s} \). The experimental imaging results in the azimuthal dimension are shown in Figure 7. Compared to the imaging result of static object in Figure 7(a), the proposed imaging method can be used to reconstruct the spinning objects correctly.

**TABLE I.** Key parameters in the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( f )</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>9.9 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>Number of antennas</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a )</td>
<td>Radius of the circular array</td>
<td>0.15 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_0 )</td>
<td>Radius of the object</td>
<td>0.25 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r )</td>
<td>Distance from the object to the circular array</td>
<td>2.1 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Omega )</td>
<td>Rotational velocity of the object</td>
<td>( 40\pi \text{ rad/s} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l )</td>
<td>Topological charge</td>
<td>([-7, 7])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 6. Measured echo with OAM mode 1 (sampling time 400 ms). (a) Rotational velocity, \( 40\pi \text{ rad/s} \), (b) Rotational velocity, \( 50\pi \text{ rad/s} \).
FIG. 7. Experimental results of the azimuthal profile. (a) Static object, (b) Rotational velocity, $40\pi$ rad/s, (c) Rotational velocity, $50\pi$ rad/s.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, the microwave imaging method of spinning object based on OAM has been studied. The frequency diversity principle was introduced to converge the OAM beams with different modes. The imaging model of spinning object was derived and the imaging approach was proposed, which was validated by both the simulations and proof-of-concept experiments. Results demonstrated that the proposed OAM-based imaging method of spinning objects can still be applied even when the LOS is perpendicular to the object. This work can facilitate the design and practice of OAM-based sensing systems.
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